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Who played foxy cleopatra in goldmember

In: Stub, Signs, Women, Heroes Edit Parts This article is a stub. You can help austin powers wiki by expanding it. Well, the future better be ready for me... 'cause I'm Foxxy Cleopatra and I'm a whole woman! - Foxxy Cleopatra (1975) Foxxy Cleopatra is a character in Austin Powers in Goldmember. Foxxy is a former
employee of Goldmember who was also an undercover spy and assistant to Austin. She decided on a future with Austin to help beat Goldmember once and for all. It is suggested that he and Austin tried before his cryo-freezing in 1967, when he was indicted for eight years and then stood by: Mom only got a taste of
honey, but she wanted the whole mower. Foxxy was working undercover to stop Goldmember and avenge her partner's murder. She followed Austin into the future to continue to fight Dr. Evil and Goldmember. Along the way, they re-ignited their romantic flame and at the end of the film became a couple and shared a
kiss. She was born in the early to mid-50s. Foxxy's bodacious character is a comedic amalgam of African American female sexual symbols from the early to mid-70s. A mix of Blaxploitation Motown or Soul Cinema pictures and productions. Especially the ones with Pam Grier. Only the name is definitely based on Grier's
Foxy Brown. Another source is Cleopatra Jones, played by Tamara Dobson. Other elements of Foxxy's character are taken from Grier's characters in Coffy and Friday Foster films. Teresa Graves's performance in short-term crime drama Get Christie Love! They're all the combinations of Foxxy, which Beyonce Knowles
stole. At the time of her portrait, she was better known as a lead singer in the successful 1990s R&amp;B band Destiny's Child, before choosing a solo career shortly after the film. Trivia[edit code |] Foxxy is largely based on several Blaxploitation characters such as Foxxy Brown and Cleopatra Jones. Although it's
strongly suggested that he and Austin have starred in the past, Foxxy is the only woman Austin has romantically/sexually collaborated with in films that they don't see on camera having sex with Austin. He was seen making love to Vanessa, Alotto, Ivana (though this encounter ended unsatisfactorily because of the
austin's theft of mojo), and Felicity (through Austin past). During a conversation with Nigel Powers, he hinted that they may have had sex during her split from Austin. Nigel also says she did a good job. Maybe she slept with Goldmemmber like the rest of his girls. She is considered to be working very closely with
Goldmember for a year and is seen as one of his favourite girls. He negotiates with Goldmemmber's flexibility all the time. Looks like he can sing very well. Foxxy To be a capable pugilist, as seen when he disabled that Japanese guard from the robot industry, which means that at some point she may have taken boxing.
Many fans have ranked every Powers girl in terms of sexual endurance. On these charts, Foxxy has #4 for Alotto Fagina and Vanessa Kensington. The clip cut out shows Foxxy massaging the scented legs of the fat bastard for information on Project Roboto. Although she never mentioned when she was born, it is
entirely possible that Foxxy was born in 1949, the same year as Pam Grier, the face of the Blakspoitation films. The name Cleopatra in Foxxy's surname comes from an Egyptian princess named Cleopatra. Gallery[edit | edit source] In this gallery Add stub characters females heroes community content is available under
CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Foxxy Cleopatra, played by Beyoncé Knowles, was co-starring Austin Powers in the third film Austin Powers; Austin Powers in Goldmember. She was born on September 4, 1954. [Edit Code] Austin Powers in Goldmember Her character is a parody of characters in blaxploitation films
such as Foxy Brown and Cleopatra Jones, after whom both characters are named. It could also be a parody of Rosie Carver's girlfriend. As such, her style of clothing resembles a disco period and her hair is in the Afro style of the time. Foxxy often uses the slang term sugar and shouts Sha-zam! in delivering a blow in
combat. Because of her fervent nature, she is very smug and submissed - which often leads opponents to catch her unmissable; like Goldmember, who has repeatedly managed to escape (as well as embarrass) by kicking her in the face. Like the previous film including Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me, the plot
involved time travel. Austin is in the pursuit of Dr. Evil and his accomplice, Goldmember, over time. At Goldmember's disco in 1975, Austin encounters Foxxy, one of goldmembers' beautiful girls, where she performs (she sings a piece derived from many songs by KC and the Sunshine Band). After Foxxy finishes her
song, she and Austin speak through a middleman played by Nathan Lane, spoof-like scenes in After the Fox.Za unlike the previous two Austin Powers films, Foxxy Cleopatra didn't seduce Powers on screen, though it's clear from their conversation at the disco that the two characters had a romantic relationship
sometimes in the past. [edit code] External links Wikiquote has a collection of quotes related to: Foxxy Cleopatra Foxxy Cleopatra in Internet Movie Database Austin Powerscharacter Foxxy Cleopatra Gender Female Nationality United States Role FBI Agent Filmography Debut Austin Powers In Goldmember Film Count
1 Portrait of Beyoncé Knowles 2002 American spy film directed Jay Roach This article needs additional quotes to verify. Help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Material which is not pulled out may be challenged and disposed of. Find sources: Austin Powers and Goldmember – news · newspapers
· books · Scholar · JSTOR (February 2015) how and when to remove this template message) Austin Powers and GoldmemberTheatrical release posterDirected by Jay RoachProduced by Suzanne Todd Jennifer Todd John Lyons Eric McLeo demi Moore Mike Myers Screenplay Mike Myers Michael McCullers Based
onCharactersby Mike MyersStarring Mike Myers Beyoncé Knowles Seth Green Michael York Robert Wagner Mindy Sterling Verne Troyer Michael Caine Music byGeorge S. ClintonCinematographyPeter DemingEdited by Greg Hayden Jon Poll Productioncompany Gratitude InternationalTeam ToddMoving Pictures
Distributed byNew Line CinemaRelease date July 26, 2002 (2002-07-26) Running time95 minutesEnedin's State Of England's 2002 $63 millionBox office $296.7 million Austin Powers in Goldmember is an American spy comedy film from 2002, directed by Jay Roach. He is third in the Austin Powers film series and plays
Mike Myers in several roles, including Austin Powers, Dr. Evil, Goldmember and Fat Bastard. Both Myers and Michael McCullers wrote the screenplay sings to Beyoncé Knowles in her theatrical debut, as well as Robert Wagner, Seth Green, Michael York, Verne Troyer, Michael Caine, Mindy Sterling and Fred Savage.
Goldmember is a diversting parody of james bond films Goldfinger and You Only Live Twice, which also includes Live and Let Die, The Man with the Golden Gun, The Spy Who Loved Me and GoldenEye. [not checked in the body] It opens with just a parody of the Austin Powers film series called AustinPussy, where
Austin Powers poses in a bio-pic parody of the James Bond film Octopussy. The only parody is directed by Steven Spielberg, with Tom Cruise as Austin Powers, Gwyneth Paltrow as Dixie Normous, Kevin Spacey as Dr. Evil, Danny DeVito as Mini-Me and John Travolta as Goldmember. The film was distributed by New
Line Cinema and released in the US on July 26, 2002. It grossed $73.1 million on opening weekend, surpassing Planet of the Apes in 2001 for the biggest July opening of all time. [1] It also surpassed New Line's Rush Hour 2 as the biggest opening for a comedy film. [1] Goldmember completed its 296.6 million
international transfer. The series is set to be released by Goldmemmber, but has not entered production since 2021. , which, after losing its in accident melting, is known by the nicknames Goldmember. Goldmember has developed a power unit for the tow snod by dr. The evil is called Preparation H and intends to use it
to pull a meteor into the earth. Austin Powers and the Department of Defense are in the den and arrest Dr. Evil and Mini-Me. Queen Elizabeth 2 knights Austin for his service, but is disappointed when his father, the famous spy Nigel Powers, does not attend the event. During the after-party party, Basil Exposition informs
Austin that Nigel had been kidnapped, and the only clue is that the crew of his yacht had their genitals painted gold. Austin's visiting the incarcerated dr. The wicked one, which antagonizes him by reminding Austin that his father was also absent when he was given the title of International Man of Secrets during his
degree in the British Intelligence Academy; The event that dr. It's evil because he was the best in the class. He tells him goldmember is behind the kidnapping, so Austin travels to 1975 and infiltrates Goldmember's disco club. He's back with his former lover, FBI agent Foxxy Cleopatra, who's undercover. Austin finds his
father, but he can't save him, and Goldmember takes Nigel through Dr. Evila today. In the present, dr. Evil and Mini-Me are fussing about the prison riots and allowing them to escape. British intelligence mole number three informs Austin that Dr. Evil moved into a new lair near Tokyo. Austin, accompanied by Foxxy,
travels to Tokyo and confronts Fat Bastard, who is now a Sumo wrestler. Fat bastard reveals businessman Mr. Roboto's working on dr. Evil and Goldmember. Austin and Foxxy meet with Mr. Robot, who's a man of ignorance. Austin and Foxxy sneak into the Robot Factory, where a tow snob command unit is loaded in
Goldmember's car, and Roboto gives Goldmember the golden key needed to activate the beam. Foxxy face Goldmember while Austin tries to free Nigel, but Goldmember escapes and escapes into the submarine, Dr. Scott Evil represents Dr. The evils of sharks with laser beams attached to their heads, a request that
was previously unfilled. Roboto then dies after Scott causes him to fall into the shark pool. Dr. Evil replaces Mini-Me with Scott as his beloved son and a rejected clone of mistakes, and joins Austin and Foxxy. The trio inhaled in the sub, but Austin is trapped. Dr. Evil's getting ready to activate the tow snod, but Foxxy
steals the key and frees Austin. Austin's ready to shoot dr. Evil when Nigel shows up and reveals that Austin and Dr. Evil are brothers. Confused, dr. Evil explains that his parents died in a car accident and that he was brought in by evil Belgians, but Nigel reveals that the explosion came from an assassination attempt
and he thought only Austin survived. Dr. Evil, Austin, Nigel and Mini-Me hug; Scott, who will retaliate while Goldmember commands the control of the toss, unlocks his pants to reveal that his gold-covered genitals are a spare key. Goldmember activates the tow snap, but Austin and Dr. Evil are working together to
reverse its polarity, destroy the meteor and save the world. Goldmember turns to the camera to reveal the full story, was adapted into a film called AustinPussy and was directed by Steven Spielberg, in the film Tom Cruise as Austin, Kevin Spacey as Dr. Evil, Danny DeVito as Mini-Me, and John Travolta as Goldmember.
After leaving the show, Austin and Foxxy come across The Fat Bastard, now thin but sagging meat thanks to an underground diet. When Austin and Foxxy kiss, Scott Evil - now completely bald, dressed and poise like his father- declares that he will avenge Austin before dancing like Michael Jackson. Among the final
credits, Mini-Me is shown talking to Britney Spears after the premiere, and she asks him if she can give him his cell phone number, which she accepts. Mike Myers for Austin Powers, a British agent. Other roles of Aaron Himelstein as the young Austin Powers Myers in the film include Dr. Evil, a Belgian superfister and
nemesis Austin Powers, and a long-lost twin brother. Josh Zuckerman as the young Dr. Evil Goldmember, Dutch supersman, dr. Evil and the film's main antagonist. A fat bastard, a Scottish former Ministry of Defence soldier who now works as a Japanese sumo wrestler. Beyoncé Knowles as Foxxy Cleopatra's new
assistant and Goldmember's rival Michael York as Basil Exposition, Austin's boss Eddie Adams is young Basil Exposition Michael Caine as Nigel Powers,[4] a British agent and Austin and Dr. Evil's father Scott Aukerman as young Nigel Powers Robert Wagner as Number 2, Dr. Evil's henchman Rob Lowe as Middle
Number 2 Evan Farmer as Young Number 2 Seth Green as Scott Evil, Dr. Evil son verne Troyer for Mini-Me, dr. Evil's mini clone Mindy Sterling as Godzilla Copyright Baker Clint Howard as Radar Operator Johnson Ritter Michael McDonald as Royal Guard Donna D'Errico as Female Vendor Fred Stoller as Melon Guy
Greg Grunberg as the shirtless fan with the letter T (Greg's brother Brad Grunberg is the fan with the A) Kinga Philipps as Mrs Powers Kevin Stea as assistant director of AustinPussy / Dancer Anna-Marie Goddard , Nina Kaczorowski and Nikki Ziering as Henchomen Ming Tea as rachel roberts herself as Model Susanna
Hoffs as Gillian Shagwell Matthew Sweet as Sid Belvedere Christopher Ward as Trevor Algberth Carrie Ann Inaba as Fook Yu Diane Mizota as Fook Mi Tom Lister Jr. The #2 Kristen Johnston, a dancer in Austin' manister, and Neil Mullarkey and Nobu Matsuhisa, Mr. Roboto Peter. as Sumo Wrestler with Beard Cameos
Tom Cruise as Himself as Austin Powers (During Austinpussy) Danny DeVito as Mini-Me (AustinPussy) Gwyneth Paltrow as Herself as Dixie Normous (During AustinPussy) Kevin Spacey as Himself as Dr. Evil (During Austinpussy) Steven Spielberg as Himself Quincy Jones as Himself John Travolta as Himself as
Goldmember (During the Austinpussy ending) Britney Spears (During the opening credits) as a Fembot posing as herself (During the Boys music video) and end) credits) as she talks to Mini-Me Ozzy Osbourne as herself Sharon Osbourne as herself Kelly Osbourne as herself Jack Osbourne as herself As Willie
Osbourne as herself Burt Bacharach (Among the Final Credits) as Nathan Lane himself as Mysterious disco man Spencer Kayden as Jenny Katie Couric as Georgia State Prison guard Production The title of the film's title, Goldmember, is emindened to the mgmember's campaign legal , distributors of the James Bond
film franchise, which briefly led to the removal of the title of the film from promotional material and trailers. The dispute was quickly resolved and the film title remained unchanged on the provision that the film would include trailers for the then upcoming James Bond film, Die Another Day and The Lord of the Rings: The
Two Towers in its cinematic releases. [5] The characters of Austin Powers (Myers), who in the 1990s and 1960s, were the first to be born in the 1990s. Myers also plays Fat Bastard for the second time, this time parodiizing the kind of wire fight, seen in Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon. The film also starred Beyoncé
Knowles as Foxxy Cleopatra (a parody of the blaxploition heroine, most notably Foxy Brown and Cleopatra Jones, as well as Christie Love, when she says, You're under arrest, sugah!), Michael York, who reprising the role of Basil Exposition, and Verne Troyer in his second appearance as Mini-Me. The film also featured
a new character named Number 3 (a.k.a. Mole), ordered by former child star Fred Savage. Clint Howard plays radar operator in all three films. Michael Caine guest as Austin's father, Nigel; This role was inspired by Harry Palmer's character from the Ipcress file, the 1965 film in the role of Caine. [6] The four actors who
appeared in previous films play different characters in Goldmember. [required indication] Rob Lowe, who played a friend of the dead guard in The International Man of Secrets, repeats his role as the younger number 2 from Spy, who shagged me, while Neil Mullarkey (a quarter-master officer in an international mystery
man) and Eric Winzenried (a military private soldier in a spy who me) appear as a doctor and henchman sailor in the Gulf of Ill. Michael McDonald (Virtune's guard, which was shinged by a steamer in the International The secret and the nato soldier in the spies who me) appears as the Royal Guard. [required indication]
Goldmember Johan van der Smut, better known as Goldmember, is a fictional character played by Myers (John Travolta plays a character in a cameo at the end of the film). The name was inspired by James Bond villain Auric Goldfinger. Goldmember's Dutch origins and character traits were inspired by an episode of the
HBO TV series Real Sex, in which he was a Dutch man who operated a sex barn north of Rotterdam. The distinctive forms of expression attracted Myers while writing. [7] Austin Powers's Box Office release in Goldmember took in £5,585,978 on its opening weekend in the UK. [required indication] In the United States, he
broke the record for the opening weekend of a film that surpassed austin powers' previous film. [required indication] The film grossed $73 million on its opening weekend, grossing $213 million in the United States, according to the Mojo Box Office. [required indication] [8] Austin Powers and Goldmember's home media
were released on video and DVD on May 3, 2015. In 2011, the film was repackaged as part of the Austin Powers 3 Critical Reception on Rotten Tomatoes, and based on 184 reviews, the film received an estimate of 54% based on 184 reviews, but the critical consensus on the site is readable A: I think the narrative
structure is unsociable and it doesn't make much sense, u 3rd ratu of the Austin Powers franchise found enough inspirational creatures for the game. [9] At Metacritic, the film has a rating of 62 out of 100, based on 34 reviews, indicating generally favorable reviews. Myers was nominated for the MTV Film Award for Best
Picture For Her Third Time,[10] but lost to DaveIgh Chase for her role as Samara Morgan in The Ring,[11] which led to her losing the Myers award for the first time. [required indication] However, he won the award for best co-performance, which for the first time won the award, losing twice for the first two films. [required
indication] Awards See also: List of awards received by Austin Powers franchise Soundtrack Austin Powers and Goldmember: Music from the Motion PictureSoundtrack album of various performersReleasedJuly 16, 2002 (2002-07-16)GenreDiscofunkpoprockLength62:30LabelMaverickProducerDanny BramsonJohn
HoulihanAustin Powers Series Chronology Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me(2002) Austin Powers in Goldmember: Music from the Motion Picture(2002) Singles from Austin Powers and Goldmember Work It OutReleased : June 11, 2002 BoysReleased: July 29, 2002 Professional ratingsReview
scoresSourceRatingAllMusic[12] Hey Goldmember interpolates and is a parody of four disco songs from the 1970s. Sing a Song by Earth, Wind & Fire, Get Down Tonight, (Shake, Shake, Shake) Shake Booty and That's the Way (I Like It), all from KC and the Sunshine Band. Sing a Song is not listed in the credits, but
sings it at the beginning by Beyoncé. Track listing Work It Out – Beyoncé Miss You (Dr. Dre Remix 2002) – The Rolling Stones Boys (Co-Ed Remix) – Britney Spears featuring Pharrell Williams Groove Me – Angie Stone Shining Star – Earth, Wind & Fire Hey Goldmember – Foxxy Cleopatra featuring Devin and Solange
(Shake, Samples, Shake, Shake Shake) Shake Your Booty by KC and the Sunshine Band) Ain't No Mystery – Smash Mouth Evil Woman – Soul Hooligan featuring Diana King 1975 – Paul Oakenfold (samples A Fifth of Beethoven by Walter Murphy) Hard Knock Life (Ghetto Anthem) (Dr. Evil Remix) – Dr. Evil Daddy
Wasn't There – Ming Tea featuring Austin Powers Alfie (What's It All About, Austin?) – Susanna Hoffs Chart Sales performance of Austin Powers in Goldmember: Music from the Motion Picture Chart (2002) Peakposition Australian Albums (ARIA)[13] 34 Irish Compilation Album (IRMA)[14] 6 New Zealand Albums
(RMNZ)[15] 25 UK Soundtrack Albums (OCC)[16] 1 US Billboard 200[17] 27 US Top R&amp;B/Hip-Hop Albums (Billboard)[17] 46 US Soundtrack In an interview with Entertainment Weekly, Mike Myers discussed the possibility of studio resources moving forward with the fourth film. There's hope!. We're all circling and
talking. I miss making characters. In may 2007, in an interview with IGN, they asked So there will be no more Austin Powers? and Myers replied, No, no, for the fourth is quite an idea, and I can say that from Dr. Evil's point of view. So if you balance how much Austin was with Dr. Evil, it's more about Dr. Evil than Austin.
In an audio commentary from the DVD release Goldmember, Myers revealed that Fat Bastard will return in the fourth film and regain the weight he lost in Goldmember. [20] In May 2007, Mike Myers announced at the third premiere in Shrek that the fourth Austin Powers film was planned, but that he would focus more on



dr. Evil, not Austin. He also said he'd start working on it after starting work on Love Guru, which became a bomb at the cash registers. In February 2008, it was announced that Jay Roach would return as director. In April 2008, it was reported that Gisele Bündchen had been offered a role in the film. [22] Seth Green, who
played Scott Evil, said there is currently no script and that Austin Powers 4 will be made if the script is written and approved. [23] In an interview in June 2008, when asked about another Austin Powers film, Myers said, I have an idea, and again it's one of those things that will or won't. [24] In July 2008, Mike Myers said
that he started writing Austin Powers 4 and that It's true, dr. Evil and his son. In March 2010, Jay Roach announced to MTV that Myers was working on ideas for a fourth film. [26] In August 2011, Mike Myers revealed that he would return to write the script for the fourth installment. In September 2013, when asked about
Austin Powers' future, Myers replied, I'm still figuring it out. [29] In September 2015, Verne Troyer expressed his desire to return as a Mini-Me if asked to do so. [30] In May 2016, Roach was asked about the fourth Austin Powers film during an interview with Larry King, and he said that the ideas for the fourth film, which
he and Myers have, are good and interesting. [31] In august 2016, Mike Myers said in a telephone interview that he was negotiating and delineating everything, all related to the fourth installment of the Austin Powers film series. [32] In April 2017, as the 20th anniversary for Austin Powers: International Man of Mystery
was approaching, Mike Myers claimed he wanted to make another Austin Powers film, but audiences should only see it. Two days later, Roach said that the fourth film would only happen if Myers created a good story to do so. In May 2017, Troyer announced that Mini-Me would reveal that he could speak in the fourth
film. [35] However, Troyer died on April 21, 2018, delaying production of the fourth film, ing for the non-re-role of Mini-Me. In May 2018, Myers again wondered if he would make a fourth Austin Powers, ing it would be fun and hinting that some tribute to Troyer could be included. In November 2018, Myers stated that the
future of the project looks good with the script already written, and that Austin Powers and Dr. Evil soon returned, giving as a reason for how long the production lasted and that Roach would most likely repeat his directorial duties. In January 2020, Jay Roach announced that he was interested in a fourth film. [39] See
also James Bond References Outline ^a b Byrne, Bridget (29 July 2002). Goldmember Powers Box Office. E!. Retrieved 13 December 2019. ↑ Sharf, Zack. 'Austin Powers' Director says the fourth film would go deep on Verneo Troyer's Mini-me. ^ Golden Girl: Beyonce's Glittering Film Debut Destined to Turn Heads, and
Makeup Trends. The Hartford Courant. Retrieved 6 November 2010. ↑ Michael Caine: The original Austin Powers. CNN July 26, 2002. Retrieved 6 November 2010. ↑ Spy vs. spy ends amicably. USA Today. April 10, 2002. Retrieved 7 April 2007. ↑ Leyland, Matthew (6 January 2006). Ipcress File (1965). 25, 2013, in
New York. Movie news. USA Today. Retrieved April 25, 2010. ↑ Austin Powers and Goldmember (2002) - Box Office Mojo. www.boxofficemojo.com. Retrieved 26 February 2019. ^ Austin Powers and Goldmember Gnil tomatoes. Gnil tomatoes. Pridobljeno dne 27. decembra 2018. ↑ Austin Powers in Goldmember
Awards. Podatkovna zbirka internetnih filmov. Pridobljeno dne 3. maja 2019. ↑ Daveigh Chase Awards. Podatkovna zbirka internetnih filmov. Pridobljeno dne 3. maja 2019. ↑ Erlewine, Stephen Thomas. Austin Powers in Goldmember [Original Soundtrack] – Original Soundtrack. Allmusic. Pridobljeno dne 17. november
2016. ↑ Australiancharts.com – Soundtrack – Austin Powers: Goldmember. Hung Medien. Pridobljeno dne 31. oktobra 2017. ↑ GFK Chart-Track – Multi-Artist Compilation Albums: Week 33, 2002. Chart-Track. IRMA. Pridobljeno dne 31. oktobra 2017. ↑ Charts.nz – Soundtrack – Austin Powers: Goldmember. Hung
Medien. Pridobljeno dne 31. oktobra 2017. ↑ Official Soundtrack Albums Chart Top 50. Uradna družba za karte. Pridobljeno dne 31. oktobra 2017. ↑ a b c Austin Powers in Goldmember [Original Soundtrack] – Original Soundtrack | Nagrade. Allmusic. Arhivirano iz izvirnika dne 26. januarja 2016. Pridobljeno dne 31.
oktobra 2017. ↑ Mike Myers may return to Austin Powers. Entertainment Weekly. Pridobljeno dne 26. aprila 2015. ↑ IGN: Interview: Mike Myers and Antonio Banderas. IGN. Pridobljeno dne 26. aprila 2015. ↑ 'Austin Powers' mora ubiti Debelega barabo. ↑ Adler, Shawn (8. maj 2007). Mike Myers Revives Dr. Evil, Plus
Kirsten Dunst, 'High School Musical' &amp; More, In Movie File. Mtv. Pridobljeno dne 26. aprila 2015. ↑ Orange, B. Alan (14. april 2008). Je Gisele Bundchen naslednja 'Austin Powers' punca?. Movieweb.com. Pridobljeno dne 26. aprila 2015. ↑ Sorry Giselle But 'Austin Powers 4' Still Isn't Happening, Says Seth Green. ↑
Mike Myers on Love Guru, Shrek 4, Austin 4 in Wayne's World. Latino Review. Pridobljeno dne 26. aprila 2015. ↑ Mike Myers is Writing Austin Powers 4. Slashfilm. Pridobljeno dne 26. aprila 2015. ↑ Fourth 'Austin Powers' Movie Will Go 'Somewhere You Haven't Though Of,' Jay Roach says. Mtv. Pridobljeno dne 14.
oktober 2010. ↑ Mike Myers Revives Dr. Evil. Mtv. Pridobljeno dne 9. maja 2007. ↑ Exclusive: Mike Myers is signed, tealed, delivered for 'Austin Powers 4'. Hitfix. Pridobljeno dne 26. aprila 2015. ↑ Toronto: Fleming Q&amp;A's Mike Myers On 'Supermensch' Directorial Debut. Rok Hollywood. Pridobljeno dne 16.
september 2013. ↑ Verne Troyer waiting for the call for Austin Powers 4. 23. september 2015. ↑ Austin Powers 4 se lahko še vedno zgodi, po besedah režiserja Jaya Roacha - NME. 20. maj 2016. ↑ The Canadian Press (25. avgust 2016). Mike Myers govori Wayne's World, The Leafs, Austin Powers. The Chronicle
Herald. Pridobljeno dne 27. avgusta 2016. ↑ Austin Powers 4: 'I would love to do another' Mike Meyers says as original turns 20. independent.co.uk. 28. april 2017. Pridobljeno dne 26. maja 2017. ↑ Jay Roach On Why There's No Austin Powers 4 - Dark Horizons. www.darkhorizons.com. ↑ Matt Chapman (26. maj 2017).
Verne Troyer teases Austin 4: Mini Me will speak!. Mym Buzz. ↑ Karen Mizoguchi (21. april 2018). Austin Powers Star Star Troyer umre pri 49. Ljudi. Pridobljeno dne 6. februarja 2019. ↑ New Austin Powers film je zelo močan mogoče, pravi Mike Myers. News.sky.com. 9. maj 2018. Pridobljeno dne 7. januarja 2019. ↑
Mike Myers says 'Austin Powers 4' is 'looking good'. Nme. 1. november 2018. Pridobljeno dne 6. februarja 2019. ↑ Hammond, Pete (4. januar 2020). 'Bombshell' Režiser Jay Roach On His Explosive Film, Why Politics And Movies Should Mix, And If A Fourth 'Austin Powers' Will Ever Happen – Behind The Lens. Rok.
Pridobljeno dne 6. januarja 2020. Zunanje povezave Wikikvot ima citate, povezane z: Austin Powers in Goldmember Austin Powers v Goldmember na IMDb Austin Powers v Goldmember na Box Office Mojo Austin Powers in Goldmember at Rotten Tomatoes Austin Powers in Goldmember at Metacritic Pridobljeno iz
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